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MARKETS
Three things…

Mark Twain famously said that “history never repeats itself, but it does
often rhyme.” Today’s first thing is certainly a good example of this. At the
halfway point of 2020, and well into the Covid-19 economic shutdown,
China’s purchases of commercial metals have ramped up to levels not
seen since 2008-2009. China imported a record 494k tonnes of refined
copper in July, and early indications are it easily surpassed that total in
July—while they’re still tabulating the bill, it seems they bought another
530k tonnes last month. This buying binge extends to aluminum, zinc, tin,
and lead, all important industrial/commercial metals. In 2009, the buying
spree seemed to be aimed at supporting its suppliers which China was
and is so dependent upon for its economic growth. The big similarity
between then and now is that China is leading the commercial economic
recovery, largely due to its overinvestment in infrastructure and cap-ex
stimulus. The biggest differences are that massive supply chain
disruptions may be prompting China to lay in supplies that in some cases
may take it years to draw down. And rather than being focused on
keeping suppliers alive and productive, it may be all about keeping
China’s factory floors supplied with raw materials. One has to wonder if
China’s doing the same for rare earths and other important tech-related
metals.
In a different Chinese market, we’re seeing similar signs of secret
stockpiling and buying by the Chinese Government. There has been an
as yet unexplained increase in Chinese Gov’t bond holdings by a number
of anonymous investors in recent months. The value of CGB’s held by
“other institutions” surged by nearly CNY 200 Bln, to CNY 1.79 Trillion
($258 Bln) in July. Market economists and Gov’t officials have been
publicly debating for months whether China should monetize its debt, aka
Quantitative Easing, as another means to stimulate the economy.
Advocates of this cite the PBoC’s own report last month which calls for
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greater coordination between fiscal and monetary policy. These
purchases may be signs that coordination is happening, whether in
stealth mode or out in the open doesn’t really seem to matter. This may
have long-term implications for the price of global debt, namely US Govt
debt. China is far and away the largest non-US holder of securities. The
country’s wherewithal to continue buying large chunks of this ever-
increasing supply of US debt may be negatively impacted by the move
into buying their own debt.
In US economic news- First Time Jobless Claims for the week ended
August 8th fell below 1.0 Mln for the first time since mid-March, when the
run up started. Claims dropped to 963k (mkt 1.15 Mln). This despite the
fact that the extra $600 in Unemployment Benefits ran out July 31st. The
data, like everything else these days, was quickly parsed by both pro-
and anti-stimulus supporters. Some say the data suggest there is no
need for another round of benefits, as the data show people are obviously
returning to work. Others point to the “fact” that people are either giving
up and not even filing, put off by the backlog and massive red tape of
arcane and byzantine state claims programs. Both sides may have a valid
point. Regardless, this is some of the best employment news we’ve seen
in a while. The 4-week average dropped to 1.252 Mln, down 80k from last
week, while Continuing Claims eased below 15.5 Mln for the first April
18th, when we jumped from 15.8 Mln to 18 Mln. Hooray jobs!

FOREIGN EXCHANGE
The dollar is trading weaker again this morning with the DXY dollar index
down 0.32 to 93.122.  With nominal rates essentially pinned; don’t call it
yield control, US real rates have moved slightly lower again this morning
after the strong CPI print yesterday.  Markets are concerned about an
overly expansive monetary policy by the Fed which has some legs after
comments by Fed members that they would be OK with inflation
overshooting target to compensate for the low inflation of recent years. 
The details of the CPI report mostly reflect a rebound in areas that
experienced steep discounts in the Spring such as airlines, hotels, car
insurance etc.  Economists are expecting CPI to slow towards the end of
the year and be slow to recover given sluggishness in the labor market. 
Going along with that the Bank of England did an analysis looking at the
disinflationary effects of past pandemics going back to the 1300s.  In the
US there is still no progress on stimulus talks and the recent better than
expected jobless claims report may make progress more difficult with a
deal now looking unlikely until mid-September.  Labor market news was
mixed overnight with Australian employment increasing 115K in July, well
above forecasts and the underemployment rate continued to improve.  The
data comes before most of the new lockdown measures have taken effect
and were taken with a grain of salt.  The Australian dollar is unchanged at
0.7165.  In France, the unemployment rate unexpectedly declined but this
masks a large increase in underemployed workers as 4.1 mln people said
they were forced to work fewer hours than normal.  The US and China
meeting to review the “Phase 1” deal is approaching with topics being deal
execution and yuan exchange rates.  China is reportedly wanting to add
more topics including the ban on Apps operated by Chinese companies as
an expression of their dissatisfaction.  The US will also likely demand more
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from China so the risk is that the meeting ends on a sour note.  For the
Chinese currency against the dollar this may be as good as it gets.  The
CNY is trading at 6.9450 down slightly against yesterday’s close. 
Emerging market currencies are slightly higher against the dollar.  Oil
prices are little changed with WTI trading at $42.58 as the IEA cut its
forecasts for global oil demand.  The cut comes after air travel continues to
suffer longer than previously estimated.  TSA traveler throughput has been
about 663K per day on average in the last 7 day period, compared to 2
-2.5 mln on a typical day in 2019.  Saudi Arabia phased out some of the
cuts it made to offset demand loss as rising prices help the US and
Canada restart some operations.  As a result the market may not tighten
as much as anticipated earlier; however it will still tighten.  The Russian
ruble and Norwegian Krone are trading higher against the dollar at
73.4450 and 8.8680 respectively.  Gold continues to recover from
Tuesday’s shellacking, trading up $25 to 1940.  The US 10 yr. yield is at
0.688%. 

The euro is trading higher this morning up 0.4% to 1.1835, on track for its
fourth monthly increase against the dollar.  The best performance in three
years.  The 10 yr. spread between nominal bond rates in the US and
Germany has remained stable but the gap between inflation adjusted
yields fell to a 7 yr. low this month.  Japan’s massive gov’t pension fund;
GPIF, said it is looking beyond the safety of sovereign debt in an age of
falling rates.  The president of the fund said it would increase the
sophistication of its investments while closely monitoring risk.  Among the
options for GPIF would be to redeploy funds parked in short term
treasuries into risker assets after yields dropped to historic lows and is
considering European debt.  European debt became more attractive after
the EU’s agreement on a recovery fund.  Especially since the agreement
came without markets forcing European policy makers’ hand; which was
the way things always used to be.  Other pension funds in Japan tend to
align their asset allocations with GPIF and are increasingly looking
overseas for yield.  Given all that the president of the fund said; “Given
the market size and liquidity it’s easier to invest in Treasuries.
The Mexican peso is trading around 22.3200, little changed from
yesterday’s close.  Banxico; Mexico’s central bank, is expected to cut
rates for the 5th consecutive time today to support the economy after the
pandemic slump.  Analysts expect the CB to cut rates by 50 bps to 4.5%. 
The first estimate of GDP in the 2nd Q showed that the economy fell by
almost a fifth compared with the same period last year.  The recovery is
likely to be slow due to the low level of fiscal support measures so far and
ongoing restrictions in some regions as the number of infections remains
high.  However; consumer prices have recently risen more strongly than
expected with overall CPI and core CPI rising to 3.6% and 3.9%
respectively in July, with both approaching the upper end of Banxico’s
target of 2 – 4%.  As such there appears to be limited room for further
future cuts.  There is therefore a possibility that Banxico opts for a smaller
cut today.  Focus will be on the voting results and Banxico’s
communication on its interest rate outlook.  The CB may signal that it will
act more cautiously in the future due to price pressure or suggest a
pause.  The MXN may as a consequence strengthen somewhat after the
announcement and release of the statement.
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GLOBAL MARKETS

Congressional and White House waffling over US stimulus talks is taking
a toll today on US risk sentiment, impacting the Dollar and most equities
market, and is boosting gold. However, an odd bi-furcation is leaving
other traditional safe-havens—namely Yen and Franc—somewhat flat
today, while the currency safe-havens are lagging as well.
Even the ultimate safe haven, US Treasuries are out of cfavor today,
although this may say more about the record glut of supply coming onto
the market this week, as well as the surge that has yet to hit the markets.
Again, we’re not decrying the REASONS for this supply, as we think the
US and other national governments play an important part in bridging
their eocnomies over this chasm. Rather we are simply pointing out
market mechanics and the impact on pricing.
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